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WARNINGS, INSTRUCTIONS & MAINTENANCE

Never allow anyone in, near or on the gravity box during transporting or
unloading grain. Moving grain is dangerous and can cause entrapment,
resulting in severe injury or death by suffocation.
Do not operate on public roads unless equipped with proper lighting or
warning devices. It is the responsibility of the user & owner to install & use
lighting, safety chains, or other equipment as required by state & federal laws.
Make sure that the gravity box is properly fastened to the running gear.
All sizes of tires should be inflated to approx. 55 PSI. Use of truck tires at
higher pressures is not recommended, as hard tires do not provide sufficient
cushion for the protection of wheels, hubs, and spindles.
Before first use, then annually, check wheel bearings for sufficient grease &
proper adjustment.
Regularly grease front spindles, tie rod ends, tongue bolt, steering frame,
hand wheel, & pivot shaft.
Check wheel nuts for proper torque before first use, after first load, and then
periodically. (200 lbs/ft on 1585)
Proper wheel offset is very important. If factory-provided wheels are not used,
make certain there is no more than 1” space between inside of tire & ends of
front axle.

If you have further questions, please call us at 217-543-3471.
Parts may be ordered online at www.e-ztrail.com, where you may also
download additional copies of this manual.

Instructions for 13” Brakes
1. Adjusting Brakes
The brake adjustment nut is located through a slot at the bottom of the backing plate.
Insert brake tool or screw driver into slotted hole with handle up and bit against the
adjusting wheel, pull down on handle and rotate wheel while tightening. When you can no
longer rotate wheel, back off the tightener 15-20 clicks on the adjuster wheel. If there is
one spot where the wheel drags just slightly this is acceptable. As soon as the brake
linings are burnished (this requires several braking stops) the brakes will then be set right.
ALWAYS ROTATE DRUM IN DIRECTION OF FORWARD ROTATION ONLY.
2. Hydraulic Lines
Use care in forming tubing to avoid sharp bends or kinks. Use double flare steel tubing to
assure tight leak-proof connections. This must be done by a certified brake shop. Anchor
all hydraulic lines at two foot intervals to prevent chafing and vibration. Use hydraulic
rubber hose at points of flexing. Anchor hose ends to avoid stress on tubing.
3. Bleeding the System
The first requirement for safe, sure hydraulic braking is the use of quality brake fluid. Use
only DOT-3 or DOT-4 brake fluid from a sealed container.
If pressure bleeding equipment is available, follow the manufacturer’s instruction in
bleeding the system. If system must be bled manually, proceed as follows: Fill master
cylinder with fluid. Install bleeder hose on first wheel cylinder to be bled. Have loose end of
hose submerged in brake fluid in glass container to observe bubbling.
By loosening the bleeder screw located in the wheel cylinder one turn, the system is open
to the atmosphere through the passage drilled in the screw. Pump actuator with short
strokes until fluid in master cylinder reservoir stops blubbing, and then pump actuator with
long steady strokes. The bleeding operation is completed when bubbles no longer rise to
the surface of the fluid in glass container. Be sure to close bleeder screw securely.
Repeat bleeding operation at each wheel cylinder. During the bleeding process, replenish
the brake fluid, so the level does not fall below the 1/2 full level in the master cylinder
reservoir. After bleeding is complete, make sure master cylinder reservoir is filled and filler
cap is securely in place. Finally, apply pressure to the system and check the whole brake
system for leaks.

